


If you are looking for durable furniture that combines both style and 
flexibility, but at highly competitive prices, then Concept 300 is the 
solution for you. Its timeless design and clean lines will give your decor 
a touch of class... without breaking your budget.

E-Square Handle F-Round Handle

CONTACT US FOR OUR FULL LINE OF OFFICE FURNITURE SYSTEMS

GROUPE LACASSE 
QUICK SHIP PROGRAM

• Concept 300 series of products

• 5 production days + shipping 
to you

• One or two tone finish 
combinations

• Your choice of 2 drawer pulls
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OFFICE SUITES | QUICK SHIP



RECTANGULAR TABLE SILVER POST LEG
(NOT FREESTANDING)

OPEN BOOKCASE

OPEN HUTCH (36” H)

LATERAL FILE CREDENZA

BOX / FILE PEDESTAL CREDENZA
(3/4 HEIGHT MODESTY PANEL)

BOOKCASE WITH DOORS
AND LATERAL FILE UNITS

BOX / BOX / FILE SINGLE PEDESTAL DESK
(FULL HEIGHT MODESTY PANEL)

COMBINED PEDESTAL

60” x 26” | $285
60” x 30” | $315

36” x 14” x 48” | $334
36” x 14” x 65” | $373

60” W | $335
72” W | $385

60” x 20” | $492
60” x 24” | $506

36”x 20” x 65” | $829
36” x 20” x 73” | $857

60” x 30” | $621
72” x 30” | $682

36” x 20” | $678
36” x 24” | $699

72” x 30” | $345
72” x 36” | $365

36” x 14” x 73” | $399

84” W | $436

72” 24” | $1689

72” x 20” | 515
72” x 24” | $530

36” x 24” x 65” | $864
36” x 24” x 73” | $892

72” x 36” | $709
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OFFICE SUITES | QUICK SHIP



GROUPE LACASSE

QUAD
1 1/2” thick laminate surfaces

108” x 144”

$6570.00

GROUPE LACASSE

CONCEPT 3
1 1/2” thick laminate surfaces
134” x 96”

$4120.00

GROUPE LACASSE

MORPHEO
1 1/2” thick laminate surfaces

129” x 122”

$4398.00
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RECEPTION



GROUPE LACASSE

MEETING 
SPACE

Seating not included
60” x 132”

$4607.00

GROUPE LACASSE

BOARD
ROOM
Seating not included
48” x 192”

$5779.00

GROUPE LACASSE

WORK
TABLE
96” x 48”

$1150.00
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CONFERENCE 



JAZZ
Jazz is a distinctive and modular design, developed to 
suit various space requirements. Jazz’s swivel tablet and 
cup holder allow users to quickly transform a chair into 
a collaborative space. Jazz’s wide choice of leathers and 
fabrics allows a much more attractive approach with the 
utmost in flexibility, function, and value.

Jazz is available in a variety of configurations, including 
the addition of a beautifully sculptured beveled edge 
tablet arm and cupholder. Jazz’s functionality and du-
rability make it the best offering to make any space the 
right space for productivity and collaboration.

CALL FOR PRICING - Your Choice of Post Leg and/or Castor Leg
- Optional Rear Handle upgrade - $60.00

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS ON OUR COMPLETE SEATING LINE

PARKER
The Parker Collection provides versatile solutions for 
leisure reception and collaborative spaces. Parkers’ ele-
gance is emphasized by its robust yet luxurious wooden 
veneer frame. Endless configurations and sophisticated 
design, the Parker Collections’ flexibility meets the needs 
of countless spaces.

Optional power and communication modules maximize 
connectivity and extend performance in collaborative 
environments.

REMINGTON
Remington offers versatility and flexibility in design. From 
a simple bench grouping to a collaborative lounge con-
figuration, Remington suits various environments and ac-
commodates people as they interact.

With options from lounge chairs, sofa, and settees, our 
Remington Collection offers you a combination of sim-
plicity and comfort. A broad palette of textile, laminate, 
glass, and veneer surfaces allow this collection to inte-
grate seemlessly into any environment.
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LOUNGE SEATING



- Dual curve backrest lumbar support
- Height adjustable arms
- Innovative multi tilt mechanism
- Carpet Castors included

Mesh back | $570.00

- Includes Carpet Castors
- Height Adjustable arms
- Adjustable Lumbar Support
- Choice of mesh back colour

- 4 frame/arm/back support color combinations.
- 10 bleach cleanable mesh colors. Enhanced synchro 
with Comfort Drive and seat depth adjustment, 
multi-adjustment arm and seat depth adjustment

$556.00

The Focus task stool delivers extended comfort with a 
unique Y-shaped back support. Featuring the Focus 
collection’s signature sculpted back with integrated lumbar.

Mid-Back Model | $436.00

ERGOCENTRIC | T-CENTRIC HYBRID MULTI TILT

SIT-ON-IT |  TORSA SIT-ON-IT |  FOCUS SPORTS STOOL

ERGOCENTRIC | NOVO TASK CHAIR

Black Frame | $365.00    White / Grey Frame | $390.00

STANDARD FINISHES SHIP IN 2 TO 10 DAYS (ASSEMBLY REQUIRED)

The IC2 is an intelligent chair 
because it perfectly balances 
form with function, providing an 
exceptionally smooth ride.  With 
ergonomic and comfort standards 
which are second to none, its an 
attractive, light weight and ele-
gantly functional seating line.

$685.00

NIGHTINGALE | IC2 The most comfortable chair in the 
world. Period.

Offering strong lumbar support, 
responsive ergonomic tehnolo-
gy, plus the breathability of the 
Ablex TM patterned mesh back.  
All models come standard with 
proprietary, circulation improv-
ing, extreme comfort ENERSORB 
foam seats.

$957.00

NIGHTINGALE | CXO
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TASK SEATING 



STARTER
18x36x75 | $254
18x48x75 | $299
24x36x75 | $284
24x48x75 | $334 STEEL UTILITY SHELVING

100% Canadian Made

ADD-ON
| $199
| $250
| $226
| $278

FILE STORAGE SOLUTIONS STARTING AT $5.00 A BOX | CONTACT US FOR A FREE STORAGE ASSESSMENT OF YOUR SPACE.

MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Double your existing storage space and create user friendly systems for any type of 
storage application. 100% Canadian designed and manufactured.

• Client Files and Medical Records
• Archive and Record Storage
• Libraries and other Book Storage
• And much more!

- Motorized 2 leg frame set
- Worksurface not included

FUNDAMENTALS EX WITH STANDARD ELECTRIC SWITCH

ADVANTAGE KEYBOARD PLATFORM

Starting at $799.00

Single System | $235.00

Edmonton  |  Calgary  |  Red Deer  |  Saskatoon  |  Regina  |  Whitehorse  |  Yellowknife

waymarcbusinessinteriors.com  |  1 800 665 7225

POISE MONITOR ARM WITH C CLAMP OR GROMMET BASE

Single Arm | $289.00
Dual Arm | $575.00

Price based on 5 shelf levels

ALL PRICING FOB WAYMARC WAREHOUSES

OFFICE ESSENTIALS


